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ABSTRACT 
The paper reports about an attempt to improve the characterization modality of adhesion and cohesion of TiN coatings coated 
on the femoral heads of total hip prostheses. It has been used both scratch test and normal and inclined impact test, to evaluate 
adhesion resistance of the PLD (pulses laser deposition) TiN coatings. The assessment was made on the flat cylindrical 
stainless steel SS 316L TiN coated. Scratch tests were done on a tester with a spherical head of diamond, with a radius of 2 mm 
using a cyclic impact system developed at the Institute of Solid Mechanics of the Romanian Academy. This was seen in 
particular the failure mechanism of the coatings, by scratching and cyclic impact tests. For the impact test, was used a 
cylindrical indentor wih spherical head by Cr carbide, with 3 mm diameter. Have been tested thin TiN layers of coating 
deposited after 5000, 10000 and 20000 laser pulses, on flat cylindrical samples of SS316L stainless steel, medical grade. After 
the test, the samples were observed both on an optical microscope, through AFM, and a scanning electronic microscope to 
investigate the failure of the coatings. All four samples were presented in both tests, both cohesion and adhesion failures. 
Experimental results have highlighted the fact that the TiN coatigs, deposited to 20000 pulses have presented the best resistance 
to scratching and impact. Impact tests also showed pitched the fact that exercising a tangential to the scope of contacts, has 
major effects upon critical events faced by coating. The aims of this work was to capture the critical event of the transition 
from the coating elastic deformation at its exfoliation and remanent plastic deformation of the substrate. 
Keywords: TiN coatings, PLD, scratch testing, impact testing, cyclic impact, cohesion loss, adhesion loss 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The method introduced by W. C. Oliver and G.M. Pharr in 1992 for hardness and elastic modulus measuring by 
instrumented indentation technique was adopted and used widely in mechanical behavior characterization of materials 
at the small scales [1]. Its appeal derives largely from the fact that mechanical properties can be determined directly 
from indentation loading measurements and of movement without having to view the hardness imprint. With high 
resolution testing equipment, it facilitates measurement of the properties to the micrometer and nanometric scales. 
Therefore, this method has become a primary technique to determine the mechanical properties of thin films and small 
structural features. The coatings with characteristic dimensions of the order of 1 μm is measured now, with a good 
technique, the method can be used to characterize, at least in comparison, the properties of a few nanometers thin 
coatings. The method was developed to measure the hardness and elastic modulus of load-displacement data to 
indentation, obtained during a cycle of  loading and unloading. Although it was originally intended for application with 
sharp indentors, similary geometrically as triangular pyramid Berkovich, noted then that this method is more general 
than this and applies a variety of indentors with axially-symmetrical geometries, including sphere. 
Mechanical components in many industrial applications are exposed to intensive effects of contact loading. The 
degradation that occurs during the contact stress of two areas due to their interaction has made the subject of numerous 
theoretical and applied studies. Thus, regarding cutting tools wear, K.-D. Bouzakis et al [2] have examined the 
correlation between cutting performance of coated cemented carbide inserts and properties of the substrate, which may 
be affected by the micro-blasting, grinding, or thereof combinations. Stresses - deformation laws of treated substrates 
were studied by means of a finite element methods (FEM) based on evaluation of the coating nano-indentation and 
adhesion results through the inclined impact test. Cutting performance of coated inserts has been investigated 
experimentally at milling and analytically, with the help of FEM simulation of cutting process, in that it classifies the 
resistance properties of the substrate, being considered and adhesion and roughness data of the coating. Computed and 
experimental results show a significant performance improvement of cutting through the improvement of adhesion of 
coating, induced by mechanical treatments of the substrate. 
In addition to the continuous improvement of technologies of physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical or mechanical 
treatments of cemented carbide substrates, such as microblasting, have contributed to the significant growth of the 
cutting performance [3,4]. To explain the effect of microblasting on the polished substrates on abrasion behavior of 
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cemented carbide coated inserts, have been systematically investigated the superficial properties after mechanical 
treatments. In addition the coating adhesion was monitored through inclined impact test, in which the vertical and 
tangential loads are exerted simultaneously on the coating surface. Studying the effect of mechanical treatment on the 
topo-morphology of cemented carbide inserts and resistance properties of the surface, was polished micro-sandblasting 
substrates at different process pressures and roughness data, for two lengths of cutting. 
At a cutting length of 0.8 mm it is evident that through micro-blasting, total roughness Rt of polished or lapped 
substrates is easy or powerful increased respectively. Here, over the intensive revelation of carbide from cobalt binding 
phase after micro-sandblasting to 0.3 MPa, the cutting length of 8 mm is visible, taking into account the related growth 
of the surface Rt micro-roughness. If micro-roughness Rt surpasses the radius of WC carbide grains, the carbide 
embedment in Co blending is damaged and is likely a failure of the adhesive coating while cutting. On the other hand, 
the micro-blasting of polished or lapped  inserts at 0.5 MPa reveals carbides without affecting their support by Co 
phase, since micro - Rt amounts to 0.35 μm, are sufficiently small compared with mean radius of WC. The average 
spacing between successive peaks of the profile RSm is low after micro-sandblasting of sanded or polished substrates. 
This effect is more evident at higher pressure of 0.5 MPa, resulting in better mechanical interlocking between coating 
and substrate. To lapping, the RSm value of polished insert grows strongly, to over 200 μm, significantly reducing the 
mechanical interlocking between the film and substrate. Effects of mechanical treatment on the WC carbide were not 
likely to be validated by the SEM observations or micro-analyses of X-rays dispersive energy (EDX), because the 
quantity of binder of Co on the surfaces of WC carbides are restricted and difficult to be detected. On the other hand, 
surface roughness measurement to micro-scale, as for example the shielding length of 8 mm, have facilitated the WC 
carbides geometry approach revealed, after the substrate treatments. 
To count the stress - deformation laws and properties of hardness in the exposed layers of the material, the 
measurements were made of nano-hardness at different indent loads, and the corresponding results were evaluated 
using the methods described in [5, 6]. In case of or micro- sandblasted and polished inserts, the surficial region with a 
thickness of about 0.3 μm, has a large deformation of the material and thus produce elevated values of nano - hardness.  
In the nano-indentation procedures, because deviations of the indentor tip form from its ideal geometry and indentation 
depth limited, the contact region between indentor and sample cannot be determined accurately [7]. In this way, so far, 
the hardness values are approximated by empirical methods with limited accuracy, in a wide range of applications. As a 
result, the contact area between the indentor and sample during the phases of loading and downloading of nano-
indentation are defined by calculations based on FEM, thus allowing the determination of hardness from different 
methods. The laws of material needed in these calculations are predefined by nanoindentations and an assessment on 
the basis of the appropriate FEM results, considering real geometry of the indentor tip. and indentation hardness HIT 
were calculated and verified against the depth of the indentation, through SEM observations of fingerprints. Using the 
methodology described, could be predicted the coating thickness and the substrate material effects of on the film 
hardness.  
Methodologies used until now to assess the results of the nanoindentation to determine the hardness values are based on 
empirical equations describing the course of loading of indentation versus indentation depth during nanoindentation 
stages of loading [8] and unloading [9-12]. These methodologies involve among other things, that the material under 
examination provides uniform mechanical properties compared to the depth of the indentation, which excluded the 
determination of hardness of thin films, due to the effects of the substrate, or materials with surface classified 
mechanical properties. On the other hand an important precondition in nanoindentation assessment procedures is the 
precise knowledge of indentor tip geometry, because the penetration depths at nano-scale deviations from the ideal 
geometry of sharp peak accuracy results strongly affects [13-16], as have shown results of FEM simulation of 
nanoindentation. 
A number of researchers have studied the actual geometry determination of indentor peak [10, 13-15] and set the 
convenient calibration procedures. These nano-deviations due to the limits of the accuracy of indentor manufacturing 
are difficult to accurately recorded. Even through the observations of atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the tip, real 
geometry cannot accurately be mathematically described and is treated as a spherical surface [16-18]. This approach 
shows that the accuracy of determining the laws effort-deformation of material deteriorates, as it shows the results of 
FEM simulation of nanoindentation. 
The perpendicular impact test was documented as a effective and convenient methodological tool for the caracterisation 
of the fatigue properties of coatings [19]. In addition, by this test can be investigated the cohesive and adhesive failure 
models of PVD coatings [20-21]. Adhesion resistance at interface coating - substrate was described in [20], through a 
simulation based on FEM, using the corresponding contact elements. This has allowed to be explained theoretically, the 
adhesion film's contribution to the field of stresses developed during the perpendicular impact test. According to these 
calculations and experimental results, in the case of a weak film-substrate adhesion [22], position of the equivalent 
maximum stress and start of the failure superficial film was displaced from his neighbourhood to footprint center. 
However, the critical fatigue load, i.e. the maximum load which avoid a fracturing of the film after 1 million impact, 
remained virtually unchanged.  
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These dependencies have highlighted the need to continue to affect the stresses distribution at impact test to determine 
the contribution to the damage from the impact of the film and makes more distinct its speed of development by 
applying simultaneous normal and tangential stresses [23-26]. To implement this, the inclined impact test [27, 28] has 
been applied on the same TiAlN film deposited on different adherent substrates of cemented carbide, due to their 
superficial mechanical treatment [29]. Therefore, restricting the film - substrate has been affected by coating damage 
starting and conveyance speed. In the light of the results obtained, a method has been developed and was introduced a 
characteristic parameter, the ratio of the contact rigidity (CSR), to quantify the adhesion strength of the film. This 
parameter was determined on the basis of the FEM calculus, using the corresponding contact elements and considering 
the film loading at inclined impact test. In addition, the adhesion of the film has been characterized qualitatively by 
impact testing of the coating (CIA), and this measurements was correlated with ratio of contact rigidity. The inclined 
impact test constitutes a new reference to the impact failure prediction of the coating. He manages to address the 
loading stages of coated surfaces in different applications. In this experimental method, the repetitive impact is applied 
on a oblique coated surface, wich such is loaded simultaneously, vertically and tangentially.  
To calculate the stress distribution that occurs in the loaded region of the film and the substrate, is developed a proper 
method of simulation with finite element (FEM), which takes into consideration the elasto-plastic mechanical 
properties of all the materials involved.  
In this way, it can be determined the equivalent critical stresses leading to a deterioration of the coating, and in 
addition, can be quantified the ratio between normal and tangential stiffness between the film and substrate. This 
describes the adhesion strength and was still experimental and analytical to coatings deposited on different adherent 
substrates. With the aid of the adhesion measuring of coating by impact (CIA), the film's adhesion can be characterized 
and correlated with the contact rigidity of the film. 
Many studies have been reported on the achievement of some cyclic impact testers [30] to determine the adhesion 
properties of metallic coatings on steel substrates. Impact tester makes it possible to determine the response of materials 
to the contact wear through dynamic impact; can be considered resistance to impact load contact, not only the vrac 
material but also the surface treated materials. Impact test also allows the contact fatigue investigating through the 
dynamic impact. Dynamic contact wear is not found among the combinations of basic mechanisms of wear, involving 
adhesive, abrasive and fatigue wear, and through vibrations. Impact test is a more accurate simulation of a real 
situations that affect the life of the material (e.g. vibration frequency due to contact between the mechanical cutting 
tools and workpiece). There are two common test procedures at multiple impact, namely the cyclic impact testing at 
low frequency and impact testing of high frequency. 
Instrumented indentation, known also as sensitive to indentation depth (displacement), or nanoindentation, is used 
increasingly more as needed the mechanichanical answer of materials, from metals and ceramics, to polymeric and 
biological materials. Unlike traditional hardness testers, instrumented indentation systems ensure a force application or 
a specified historic of the displacement, so that the force, P, and the displacement h, are controlled and measured 
simultaneously and continuously over a full charge cycle.  
Furthermore, the resolutions of the force and displacement extremely small, of ≈ 1 μN and ≈ 0.2 nm respectively, or 
less for some systems, combined with the very high ranges of strengths and displacements applied (forces from tens to 
up hundred μN or higher and displacements from nm to tens μm or larger) to allow you to use a single tool to 
characterize almost all types of materials. Recent developments include ai improved of user control over loading 
history, an împroved system and a robustness of the software, which allows much higher levels of automation, testing 
and use of dynamic oscilation for a improved sensitivity and additional testing capabilities 
In this paper we report about a new setup for testing in normal or inclined cyclical impact, with high frequency and the 
results obtained on two thin coatings deposited on SS316 stainless steel. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Samples used as substrates for thin films deposition of TiN were 316L stainless steel discs with a diameter of 22.5 mm, 
height of 10 mm and hardness of 464 HV30 (Figure 1).  

 

 
5000 pls 

 

 
10000 pls 

 

 
20000 pls 

Figure 1 Samples from SS316L coated with TiN by PLD process. 
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The discs surfaces were polished using sand paper successively with different degree of granulation (200; 600, 400, 800 
and 1200). After cating with thin layers of TiN, the disks were polished with alumina suspension and diamond paste. 
In this way have been obtained polished samples with mirror surfaces, with a roughness Ra of about 0.05 µm. 
Surface characterization of the samples was done using optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy and SEM. Were 
inspected in 10 areas of 50/50 m in different locations of the samples and were determined surface topography 
parameters by using the NOVA SPM Software. 
Have been established the hardness measured values of 316L stainless steel samples before coating and layers of TiN 
micro-hardness. These values were: 
- Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 5000 pls: Substrate material hardness: 277; 299; 286 HV 5 kgf, HV5; Average 
hardness: 287 HV5; Coating micro-hardness: 352; 345 HV 50 grf.; Average micro-hardness: 348.5 HV0.5. 
- Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 10000 pls: Substrate material hardness: 407; 429; 423 HV 5 kgf, HV5; Average 
hardness: 420 HV5; Coating micro-hardness: 532; 545 HV 50 grf.; Average micro-hardness: 539 HV0.5. 
- Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 20000 pls: Substrate material hardness: 453; 473; 423 HV 5 kgf, HV5; Average 
hardness: 420 HV5; Coating micro-hardness: 748; 727 HV 50 grf.; Average micro-hardness: 737.5 HV0.5. 
It was noticed the increase in surface hardness of TiN coating deposited depending on its thickness. The average of 
hardness values are given in table 1. Hardness is higher for TiN coating layer than the initial substrate hardness. 
 

Table 1: The hardness of the coating and the substrate of the samples used 
 

Sample 
 

Coating micro-hardness, HV 50 gf 
 

Substrate hardness, HV 5kgf 
5 k 349 287 

10 k 539 420 
20 k 738 464 

 
The determined parameters (average roughness Ra, maximum roughness height Rmax, profile in 10 points Sz, surface 
skewness Rsk, the flatness ratio, Rka) in the study of samples gives information related to the topography of the surface. 
For example, figure 2 shows a recording of one of AFM scanned areas of sample from SS316L, which had been coated 
at 20000 pls., and table 2 sumarized the topografic parameters for this surfaces samples. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2 Characterization of surface topography of one of the No. 3 test samples made of stainless steel 316L using AFM 
 

Table 2: Sample surface topography parameters of stainless steel 316L for TiN coating to 20000 pls. 
 

No. 
 

Surface topography parameters 
The average 

roughness Ra (nm) 
Maximum 

height (nm) 
Height in ten 
points Rz (nm) 

Asymmetry of 
surface Ssk 

Flattening 
coefficient Ska 

1 22.4846 158.755 83.735 -1.125 0.567 
2 20.344 143.572 73.71 -0.2 -0.811 
3 14.8793 88.136 45.227 -0.038 -0.845 
4 12.4741 107.668 53.833 0.147 0.513 
5 19.2481 143.572 72.378 -1.199 0.964 
6 32.698 216.083 108.949 -1.229 1.192 
7 14.636 92.835 47.965 -0.774 -0.137 
8 26.513 168.231 83.474 -0.514 -0.426 
9 14.567 118.166 63.782 -0.706 0.274 
10 21.173 181.292 90.479 -1.939 3.618 
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The sample tribological parameters (table 2) provides information about a surface whose average roughness is 19.902 
nm. The Ssk asymmetry index values of the surfaces studied samples for these samples are very low, most close to zero, 
which indicates an almost symmetrical distribution. But most of the values are negaive, which means that the 
distribution is skewed to the left.  
The mean of maximum height of neuniformityes found on the surface of this sample vary in a tight range 
(approximately 40 - 110 nm). Thus, it can be seen that we are dealing with a sample whose surface is nearly smooth, 
with few irregularities. This allows the application of a uniform layer and to eliminate the influence of surface 
condition on the evolution of the coefficient of friction. Also, the visualization, in order to make measurements by 
optical microscopy and accurately recording of the resulted wear fingerprints on surfaces coatings. Investigations were 
made by Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), in 10SPEC geometry and the 80SPEC geometry. In figure 3 
are presented records of the FTIR of target TiN and of the thin films deposited in the 80SPEC geometry and geometry 
10SPEC.  
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Figure 3 FTIR investigations of TiN target and of thin films deposited at 80SPEC (a) and (b) at 10SPEC 
 
FTIR analysis represents a quick and effective method used for physical - chemical characterization of complex 
structures. This is a non-destructive method and does not require special techniques for sample preparation. By using 
FTIR spectroscopy may prove molecular vibration modes belonging to major functional groups, or you can determine 
the nature of the chemical linkages. Spectral matches identify structural constients of the sample. The majority of 
molecules presents functional groups that absorb IR radiation in the middle region, which is common between 4000 
and 400 cm-1. 
In general, absorption bands in the area of 1500 to 4000 cm-1 are usually due to concentrated functional groups (e.g.-
OH, C=O, N-H, CH3, et al). Absorption bands in the area of 400-1500 cm-1 are generally due to inter-molecular 
phenomena and are highly specific to each material. 
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The phase analysis of TiN coatings microstructure deposited by PLD has been investigated through the techniques of 
X-ray diffraction, with FullProf specialized software package developed by Juan Rodríguez-Carvajal [31], which allows 
the Rietveld analysis of the whole spectrum of diffraction. To physical profile modeling, pseudo-Voigt TCH function 
was used, that includes the Finger correction of axial divergence. Microstructural parameters resulting from the 
Rietveld analysis are summarized in table 3. 

Table 3: Synthesis of main parameters obtained from the Rietveld analysis 

 
Sample code 

 
The average size of crystallite (Å) 

 
Maximum microdeformatiom mediated 

(%) 
5k 143.04 84.1698 

10k 195.19 80.1921 
15k 344.92 79.1179 
20k 107.12 102.9714 

 
Figure 4 shows the diagrams of diffraction of measured X - rays from a fixed incidence angle of α = 10. The phase 
qualitative analysis of TiN coatings has indicated the presence of three polycrystalline phase in the samples analysed: 
- in the 5 k and 10 k samples - TiN (cubic structure type B1), Feα (cubic) and Fe3O4 (cubic structure); 
- in the 15 k and 20 k samples - TiN (cubic structure type B1), Feα (cubic structure). 
For the determination of residual tensions, were calculated the centres of gravity of X-ray diffraction lines used in 
tension analysis were determined by matching them with split functions – Pearson VII. 
Using the law of Bragg and calculus relationship for network parameters [32] of the cubic structure hkla , residual 

stresses are calculated from the slope of the graph hkla vs.  f  and will be found parameter without tension structure 

for  f  = 0. For example, figure 4 shows the diagrams of diffraction to phase analysis with X - rays for (a) sample 5 
k and (b) sample 20 k. 
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Figure 4 Diagrams of diffraction of measured X – rays for 5k sample (a) and (b) 20k sample 
In figures 5 are presented the linear dependencies of network parameters hkla depending on values  f  calculated 

for each set  hkl of plane crystalline network.   

 
Figure 5 Representation of hkla vs  f  to elastic interaction model of Reuss crystallite for the 10k sample (a) 15k 

sample (b) and (c) 20k sample 
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In table 4 are given values of residual tensions and of non-straining network parameters obtained using the 
 f  method.  

Table 4: Residual tensions values and of non-straining network parameters obtained using the  f  method. 

Sample code II  (GPa) 0a (Å) 
10k -12.95 4.2155 
15k -10.06 4.2016 
20k -10.40 4.2299 

 
All analysed samples are subjected to high compressive stresses. Also you can notice a trend of relaxation with 
increasing thickness. Comparable results were also reported in [33], these high values being caused by the 
incorporation of atoms and ions of high energy in thin layers deposited. 
For the determination of thickness of thin layers of TiN deposited were made ground slides of SS316L steel samples on 
were deposited layers (figure 6). These cross-sections polished on abrasive paper with 400 and 600 grit, were studied by 
means of optical microscopy, AFM and SEM. 

 
Figure 6 Ground slides of the coated samples with thin layer of TiN 

 
Images obtained from microscopic analysis are presented in figure 7.  
Notice the existence of material deposited on the surface of steel and a diffusion of the coating in the substrate. This can 
be seen very clearly in the case of samples with deposited layer at 20000 pulses. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 7 Analysis by optical microscopy of cross sections of SS316L steel samples coated with TiN to 5000 
pulses and (b) to 20000 pls (magnification x1000) 

 
Investigations by optical microscopy have allowed the vizulization of coating formation and its diffusion in the basis 
material, but not a precise measurement of the thickness of the coating. Therefore, the samples were inspected by the 
AFM. Based on the measured ground slides, the coating thickness ranges from 0.8 μm (5000 pls) and 1.62 μm (20000 
pls), as show in figure 8. 

 
Figure 8 AFM images of ground slides of samples of SS316L steel TiN coated at (a) 5000 pls → 0.8 μm thickness  and 

(b) 20000 → 1.62 µm thickness 
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In Figs. 9 are presented for comparison, the SEM images of TiN coatings thickness deposited at 5000, 10000 and 
20000 pulses (2000 x magnification). All images were acquired at a voltage of 20 kV with an tilt angle of 00. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 9 SEM images of the thickness of TiN coating for 5000, 10000 and 20000 pulses (zoom 2000 x) 
 
The thickness can be calculated from the SEM images for the sample of 5000 pulses (approximately 0.5-1μm), sample 
of 10000 pulse (approximately 0.7-0.9 μm) and sample of 20000 pulses (1.5-1.6 μm). To minimize the effects of edge 
in the image formation of free samples surfaces, before testing at relatively low voltages (10 kV), images were recorded 
with secondary electron (SE) of the surface topography and of nitrided samples cross - sections (figure 10).  

 

 
 

Figure 10 SEM image of a cross - section of SS316L sample plasma nitrided at 5000 pulses for 2 h. Total width of the 
image corresponds to 10 μm 

 
The controlled SEM characteristics i.e., voltage, the diameter of the beam, scan time, amplification and deviation, have 
been set to the same values in all the morphology images for surface sections. You can clearly see the irregular 
distribution of coating material, on a rather large depth in substrate material. 
As a result, the average thickness of the layers, determined through various methods, is:  
 through optical microscopy: 1.1 μm for 5000 pulses and 1.62 µm for 20000 pulses;  
 through AFM: 1.67 μm for 5000 pulses, 2.11 µm for 10000 pulses and 2.72 µm for 20000 pulses; 
 through SEM: 0.8 – 1 μm for 5000 pls, 1.2 – 1.4 μm for 10000 pls and 1.5 – 1.6 μm for 20000 pls.  

It is obvious the increasing thickness of coatings with increasing number of pulses. 
Thus, it is possible that the uniformity of the deposited layer will appear afterwards, behind the coating with a thicker 
layer of defects existing on the substrate. 

3. TESTING OF THE COATINGS ADHESION 
For verification of the coatings adhesion, the coated samples were tested to scratching and impact tests (cyclic and 
normal).  
3.1 Testing by scratcing 
The adhesion resistance of the deposited layers was analyzed by scratch testing, with the tester in figure 11(a), made in 
Institute of Solid Mechanics of the Romanian Academy, having a spherical diamond tip, with 4 mm diameter. The 
applied loads were in the range of (2.5 – 125) N. 
The use of a friction pair that involves natural diamond against the material to be investigated, allows considerable 
simplification of the test devices. The movement is, in this case, pure sliding, common in many tribometers with 
continuous or alternate motion and the tested body is a small circular plate. Figuure 11(b) presents a schema of a new 
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scratching and fatigue wear tester. The plate (2), made of the investigated material, has a unidirectional motion (for 
scratching tests), or oscillatory motion (for fatigue tests), respectively. 

 

 
(a) 

 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 11 Scratching tester with a diamond spherical segment. (a) General view; (b) 1 - natural diamond spherical 
segment; 2 - sample of tested material; 3 – lubricant (bovine serum). The plate has an oscillatory movement. 

 
The plate is loaded against a diamond spherical segment with a radius of 2 mm (1). The diamond can also be easily 
adapted to any wear-testing device with continuous or oscillatory moment. The plate is lubricated during the test with a 
thin layer (3) of lubricant (bovine serum). Each scratch was analyzed by optical microscopy, AFM and SEM. Width 
and depth of the scratches were measured and graphic variation curves of scratch depth depending on the applied 
normal load were drawn. Resulting scratches from the scratch test were investigated by optical microscopy and SEM.  
Figure 12 shows the SEM images of scratching scars at 2.5, 10, 40 N and 125 N, from the surface layers of TiN 
deposited at 5000 pls. 
 

 
2.5 N 

 

 
10 N 

 
40 N 

 
125 N 

Fig. 12. SEM images of scratching scars at 2.5, 10, 40 N and 125 N on the surface layer of TiN coated at 5000 pulses 
(zoom 400x) 

 
Were determined scratches widths and depths on surfaces covered with TiN. On the images obtained by optical 
microscopy were measured width of scratching traces, then their depths h were calculated on the basis of simplified 
relationships (the footprint method), which takes into account the diamond tip radius (r) and the mean value of the 
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measured widths of scratch (l): h = l2/8r. In this case the diamond tip radius is 2 mm. Taking into consideration the 
computed scratches depth, were plotted curves of scratch depth variation depending on the applied normal load. These 
curves show some declines due to various defects in the coating. 
Graphics on Fig. 13 marks the critical events recorded during scratching test of the coating (remanent elaso - plastic 
deformation, remanent deformation, the coating remove and scratching of the substrate. 
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Figure 13 Force -  depth diagram of scratching test for (a) layer of 5000 pulses, (b) 10000 pulsse and (c) 20000 pulses 

 
When the layer is removed, along the main scratch was observed the destruction of the substrate when the applied force 
is greater. Scratches are different depths depending on scratching force values. Can be seen from figure 12, that a 
certain amount of force, the layer is removed during the scratch test. Adhesion of TiN coatings deposited on samples 
from SS316L were investigated with FTIR technique in 10SPEC geometry and the geometry of 80SPEC. In figures 14 
are presented FTIR records of TiN target and thin films deposited, in 80SPEC geometry and 10SPEC geometry. By 
using FTIR spectroscopy may prove molecular vibration modes belonging to major functional groups, or you can 
determine the nature of the chemical linkages. Spectral matches identify the sample constituents. Majority of molecules 
presents functional groups that absorb IR radiation in the midle region, which is common between 4000 and 400 cm-1. 
Generaly, absorption bands in the area of 1500 to 4000 cm-1 are usually due to the functional groups (e.g. - OH, C=O, 
N-H, CH3, etc). Absorption bands in the area of 400-1500 cm-1 are generally due to inter-molecular phenomena and are 
highly specific to each material.  
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Figure 14 FTIR records of target TiN coatings and deposited coatings at 80SPEC (a) and (b) 10 SPEC 
 
In figure 13 (a), 80 SPEC geometry, can be seen similar intensity signals depending on the wavelength, between the 
target sample and of three deposits made at 5000 pulses (5k), 10000 pulse (10k), 15000 and 20000 pulses (20k).  With 
the increasing number of pulse, sees a change in the signal's getting more pronounced, around 2500 cm-1 and 2360.949 
cm-1. A similar phenomenon, but more pronounced, is seen in Fig. 14 (b) (10SPEC geometry).  
What is different from the first image, is the fact that they notice an increased similarity of signals, mainly for the 
samples coated at 10,000 pulses (10 k), 15000 pulse (15k) and 20000 pulses (20k). Modification of the signal occurs all 
around 2500 cm-1 more exactly, 2362.773 cm-1. Also in this chart appears a signal change to the amount of 667.616 
cm-1 for the samples with the deposition of more than 10000 pulses (10 k). This might be due to the existence of an 
inter-molecular phenomenon. As a result of these FTIR investigations can be carried out, observe absorption bands 
between 1500-4000 cm-1, which may prove the existence of an linkage N-H. Thus, this analysis can prove the 
stoichiometrical transfer of material, namely deposition of TiN layer. 
3.2. Testing by impact 
To characterize better the cohesion and adhesion strength of coatings, were made and tests of normal impact and 
inclined impact with a cylindrical pin with spherical head. Impact test is a more accurate simulation of a real situations 
that affect the life of the material. There are two common test procedures at multiple impact, namely the cyclic impact 
testing of low frequency and impact testing of high frequency. 
In this paper we report about a new setup for the cyclic impact testing, normal or inclined, with high frequency and the 
results obtained on three thin coatings of TiN deposited on stainless steel SS 316L, medical degree.  
In the case of the normal impact, where a target suffering from plastic straining, the largest part of the initial kinetic 
energy W1 is dissipated in target, as mechanical work, Wp, with small amounts recovered by the elastic forces, at the 
kinetic energy of indenter W2. In addition, a possible source of this energy loss seems to lie in the dissipation of energy 
into the test piece, in the form of elastic vibrations Wv caused by transient nature of collision [32]. An expression of this 
energy can be written as follows: 

pv WWWW  21 . (1) 

Wv estimatation was derived theoretically by Hutchings [33], assuming that contact pressure that acts on the contact 
area is constant and then: 
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where νd is Poisson's ratio for substrate; ρd and Ed are the density and Young's modulus. Fz is the maximum load of 
normal impact, e is the coefficient of restitution, and t is the loading time obtained from the relation of the curve 
between load and time. β is a dimensionless amount which depends only on the Poisson's ratio [34]. For ν = 0.25, β = 
0.537 and for ν = 0, β = 0.639. His variation of α with e has been computed numerically by Hutchings [33]. 
In figure 15 is shown a schematical representation of a typical set of data obtained with a pyramidal indenter 
Berkovich-type, were the parameter P designates the load and h is the dispacement in relation to the non-deformed 
initial surface.  
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For the purpose of modeling, deformation during loading is considered to be both elastic and plastic, if it forms a 
permanent imprint of hardness. During the unloading procedure, it is assumed that are recovered only elastic 
displacements. This is the elastic nature of the unloading curve, which makes it easier to analyze. Therefore, the 
method does not apply to materials in which plasticity reverses during unloading. However, finite element simulations 
have shown that the reverse plastic deformation is usually negligible [36]. 

 
Figure 15 Force-displacement curve showing the most important parameters used in the analysis of Oliver and Pharr 

[1]. 
 
Figure 16(a) shows how a spherical impactor produces an indentation imprint following a normal cyclical impact on 
the surface of metallic sample coated with a thin/ thick layer. Spherical head has a diameter of 3 mm. It is made of 
metallic carbide, and by repeated impact on the surface of the coating deposited on a flat steel sample, causes a circular 
imprint with diameter D on the surface of the coating, which penetrate in its thickness on the h depth. This footprint is 
the effect of the normal indentation load.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 16 Configuration of the testing at cyclic impact (a) and (b) footprint indentation appearance due to the cyclical 
impact [21]. 

 
The formation of the impact crater is due to the loss of material capacity to submit itself to plastic deformation, 
resulting in different forms of degradation (cracks, hardened areas by deformation). Monitored parameters of the 
impact crater include the crater depth and its width as well as the condition of the surface. 
Impact crater formation produces itself in about three phases: 
 In the first phase, initial appearance of the massive plastic deformation occurs; 
 In the second phase, the crater growth ceases, mainly due to larger contact area of the crater and the ball. The areas 

near the crater walls present loss of plasticity; 
 In the third phase, the initial cracking of regions hardened by deformation occurs. This mechanism leads to further 

growth of the crater. 
Testing at the inclined cyclic impact at a given angle can be used to simulate the shear stress component (Ft) and the 
evaluation of adhesive properties of the thin films. This test method also simulates the stress conditions induced by 
milling machining operation. Figure 17 presents a scheme of the inclined impact, (a) exercised by a ball made of Cr 
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carbide or (b) a cylindrical pin made of Cr carbide, with spherical head of 3mm diameter, and figure 18 shows the 
profile of the contact surface during the impact at the maximum normal impact force Fz (a), and (b) the  impact 
permanent crater remained at the end of the impact. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 17 Scheme of inclined impact exercised by a tough spherical indenter (a) made of carbide Cr and (b) a 
cylindrical indenter with spherical head - 3 mm diameter, made of carbide Cr [4]. 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 18 (a) Profile of the contact surface during the impact at the maximum normal impact force Fz, and (b) the  
impact permanent crater remained at the end of the impact. 

 
Normal force initially produces an elastic deformation of the coating and of the base material, which respond as a 
whole. Appeared tangential force, Ft = Fn sin α, exerts an additional stress important on the ball-coating contact. The 
tangential force increases, as the angle of inclination is larger. 
Increasing tangential force means the increase of the shear stress in the coating layer, what can lead to a situation in 
which this overcomes the adhesion force between the coating and substrate. In this situation, dislocation of the coating 
will take place, initially by agglomeration of its material in front of the contact mark, and then by piercing the coating 
and its removal by peeling.  
In the case of the impact at low frequency, about 0.8 Hz, the impact energy of indenter can be modified by changing its 
height of fall. Indenter can be accurately established in perpendicular position to the sample surface, depending on its 
height. The impact energy is easy to determine because it is proportional to the potential energy of the indenter. In the 
case of this test, balls with diameter of 4 - 6 mm are used. Maximum indentation force is 10 N. Animation screen shots 
of the impact tester that functions at low frequency are shown in figure 19. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 
Figure 19 Animation screenshots of the impact tester functioning at low frequency: (a) initial position and (b) final 

position. 
 
Figs. 20 shows two images of this impact tester with mechanical driving, where the impact is applied to the sample 
with a Cr carbide ball, clamped in a chuckimg (b). 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 20 Images of the impact tester with mechanical driving (a), where the impact is applied to the sample with a 
Cr carbide ball, clamped in a chuckimg (b). 

 
For the impacts at very high frequency it was built another tester, that in principle consists in a X-Y table where a 
sample of different materials is fixed. The sample will be hit (impacted) by a large number of times, but always 
monitored by a cylindrical impactor, with spherical tip, extremely hard, mechanically actuated by knocking with a 
hammer.  
The X-Y table aims the continuous movement of the sample, which is hit so each impact to be achieved on a new 
position, clean, thus eliminating the abrasive wear contribution that could be strengthened by engaging the material 
debris dislodged after the first impact, and also eliminating the fatigue wear effect on the material of impacted sample, 
the fatigue effect can be however significant on the impactor. This experimental stand allows the tracking of the impact 
wear almost ideal over the material of the sample fixed on the mobile mass and the combined effect of the impact wear 
and fatigue wear acting on the impactor. 
The impact device is able to operate in controllable parameters a large number of actuations, the mechanism resisting 
to high impact forces. For the device designed to produce the required impact force it was used a computer hard disk as 
percussion mechanism (figure 21). The computer hard disk has two engines, one that spins the magnetic disks which 
records the digital information, and the 2nd engine, linearly, that moves the writing-reading heads on the magnetic 
disks surface.  
This linear engine has become the "arm of the hammer” (b) that strikes an indenter stift (c) located in a specially 
constructed guideway (d).  
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Figure 21 The electro-mechanical impact device: a. damper  lead; b. hammer indenter; c. pin indenter; d. guideway 
for the stift indenter 

 
Figure 22 shows the two positions of the intender, (a) "hitting" and (b) "lifting". "Up" position, when the hammer does 
not press on the intender is the normal position of the hammer at the start of the tester, so that, by moving the intender 
at the starting point of the experiment, the intender tip not to be pressed on the target material. In the figure is observed 
that the intender is in the “up” position, figure 22 (b), supported by a specially built track. This piece is a lead disc 
which has a triple purpose: on the one hand acts as a shock absorber, reducing the recoil force of the hammer after 
impact, on the other hand is designed to provide a small game in the coil of the electro-magnet of the linear motor, so 
the coil would destroy itself after any number of impacts. It also is the benchmark that is used to allow the introduction 
of a caliber between the intender and hammer so that to ensure the force calibration  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 22 (a) Position "down", intender strikes the hammer; (b) position "up", the hammer is not in contact with the 
indenter. 

  
Primary data collected included measurements of volume and  depth and radius ratio of the residual impact crater. hr 
depth and residual radius of coating impact crater were measured directly from a cross topography image. Cross image, 
parallel to the y axis was taken into the impact crater center.  
To calculate the residual impact crater, they were used primary data of the residual imprint impact profile [30]. An 
illustration of how to calculate the residual impact crater is shown in figure 23. 
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Figure 23 Cross profile of the single impact crater. 
 
The raw data on the x-axis were discretized to n sections with Δx thick. The area of each surface cross sections was 
determined using the method of function integration in origin [30]. Volume of residual impact crater, Vr, is determined 
using the following equation: 
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Absorbed energy is calculated using the following equation: 
 

  21212
1 vvvvmWa  . 

(4) 

 
where m is the indenter mass, v1 is the speed before impact, and v2 is the speed after impact. 

The change of momentum and the pin impulse  dtFz , which acts on the load cell shall be in accordance with the law 

of the momentum conservation, in that other strengths may be ignored. This is expressed in the form: 
 

   21 vvmdtFz  (5) 

 
Because the speed after impact, v2, is in the opposite direction to the velocity v1 before impact, Eq. (5) becomes: 
 

   21 vvmdtFz . (6) 

 
The relationship between the normal maximum impact load, absorbed energy and the momentum of the contact, is 
given by substituting Eq. (6) into (4), which leads to: 
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  ; νd is the Poisson's ratio for substrate; ρd and Ed are 

respetively the substrate density and Young's modulus. Fz is the maximum load of thet normal impact, e is the 
restitution coefficient, and t is the loading time obtained from relation curve between loading and time. β is an 
adimensional quantity which depend only of Poisson ratio. 
For ν = 0.25, β = 0.537 and for ν = 0, β = α, 0.639, the α variation was calculated numerically by Hutchings [32]. 
We consider normal contact between a rigid sphere and an elastic-perfectly plastic substrate. If the maximum pressure 
in the center of the contact generated by contact load is lower than 1.0 Yd; where Yd is the substrate yielding strength, 
the contact is purely elastic and problem can be described by Hertz's theory [33]. 
A elastic stresses relaxation of in both impactor and flat surface around the place of impaction, as a result of the détente 
that occurs at a residual depth hr, as shown in figure 18, where rr > R. Contact radius ay, contact displacement hy, 
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contact loading Fy, contact imprint volume Vy and average contact pressure to elastic limit py can be determined using 
the following equations:  
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where vp and Ep being Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus [34] of impactor pin. 
When the contact load becomes maximum for elastic contact, plastic deformation is developing, and the contact 
pressure no longer has Hertz distribution. Theoretically, the expression for the contact pressure beyond the elastic limit 
was developed by Johnson [35]: 
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In addition, the volume impact crater beneath the elastic-plastic contact Vep is calculated as follows: 
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Initial contact average pressure in terms of relaxation, pr is like the average contact pressure per end of the loading 
process, pep: epr pp   

The depth of the residual crater after the contact loading is completely eliminated, is given such [33]: 
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From geometric considerations, volume of residual impact crater can be written as [34]: 
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Considering epr aa  , then, the work makes the plastic deformation energy of Wp to be defined as the total energy 

under elastic deformation Wy, elasto-plastic Wep, and recoil energy Wr: 
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By combining Eqs. (7) - (17), result: 
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3.2.1. A typical chronology for impact testing 
 
The terminology is often a significant barrier for understanding a new techniques. Therefore, it is presented in table 5, 
a surveying of the terms that are most commonly used in IIT, and figure 24 illustrates some of these terms (for a conical 
indentor). 

Table 5: Summary of terms used [39] 
 

Symbol 
 

Dimensions 
 

Term 
 

Explanation 
P 
 

F Contact force The force exerted by the indentor on sample and vice-versa. The 
letter "F" is sometimes used to represent this quantity. 

h L Displacement Penetration of the indenter into the test material, relative to the 
position at which the indenter first contacted the surface. 

 
S 

 
FL-1 

 
Contact stiffness 

Elastic stiffness of the contact; relationship between F and h 
when deformation produced by relative motion between 

indenter and sample is entirely elastic. 
 

hc 
 

L 
 

Contact depth 
Depth over which the material makes contact with the indenter 
tip; usually hc is less than h due to the elastic deformation of the 

surface outside the contact. 
 
a 

 
L 

 
Contact radius 

Normal distance from the indenter axis to the edge of contact 
for axisymmetric indenters; if the indenter is a pyramid, then an 

equivalent contact radius is calculated as a = (A/π) 1/2. 
A L2 Contact area Projected contact area, that is surface contact area projected 

onto a plane normal to the direction of indentation. 
 

Er 
 

FL-2 
 

Reduced elastic 
modulus 

Effectively, this is the plane-strain modulus of the test material, 
although strictly, this is only true in the case of a perfectly rigid 

indenter and an isotropic test material. 
 

E 
 

FL-2 
 

Young's modulus 
Young’s modulus of the test material; generally, E provides the 
link between stress and strain for a material undergoing elastic 

deformation, σ = Eε. 
 
 
ν 

 
 
- 

 
 

Poisson's ratio 

Poisson’s ratio of the test material; this value must be known or 
estimated in order to calculate E. Generally, ν is an elastic 

property of the material that provides the relationship between 
elastic strains in two directions. In a tensile test of a cylindrical 

specimen that produces radial strain εr and axial strain εl ,           
ν = − εr / εl . 

Ei FL-2 Young’s modulus 
of the indenter 

Young’s modulus of the material comprising the indenter; for 
diamond, this value is 1140 GPa. 

νi - Poisson’s ratio of 
the indenter 

Poisson’s ratio of the material comprising the indenter; for 
diamond, this value is 0.07. 

 
H 

 
FL-2 

 
Hardness 

The contact mean pressure, H = P/A. In metals, the hardness 
measured for a plastic contact is directly related to the flow 
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stress at the strain caused by the indentation. 
 

 
Figure 24 Indentation test scheme 

 
Notations are valid also for spherical indenter (figure 18), with the only difference that in the case of spherical 
indentor, h is labeled as hmax, and hc is labeled as h. 
Figure 25 shows the diagram of a typical force - time history (i.e. indentation force variation during the test) for an IIT 
test. The origin of this chart is when indentorul first touches the surface of the test. 

 
Figure 25 Typical force-time history for an instrumented indentation test (IIT). The origin of this diagram is the point 

at which the indentorul first touches the surface of the test [39] 
 
Numbered segments on the chart correspond to the following sequence of phases of testing: 
0. Indenter approaches on the surface of the test until it feels the contact. Contact is felt as an increase of stiffness, in 
relation to the rigidity of the indenter support mechanism. Approach speed and detection limit at which it felt the 
contact, shall be specified by the user as "inputs".  
A. Indenter is pressed into contact with the test material until the maximum force or penetration is reached. The 
mechanism of "pressing" can be controlled or controlled by motion. Both speed and limit are specified by the user as 
"input". 
B. The force on indenter is maintained constant a waiting time at peak value of force. Perhaps that time is specified by 
the user as "entry". 
C. The indenter is withdrawn from the sample at a rate that is comparable to the pressing rate until the force becomes a 
small percentage of the peak force, usually 10%. 
D. The force on indenter is maintained constant a waiting time. The goal of this testing segment is to get enough data 
to determine how much of the displacement measured should be attributed to thermal contraction and expansion of the 
equipment and test material, the so called "thermal drift". If the thermal drift is expected to be small in comparison 
with total penetration of the test, this segment may be omitted. 
E. The indenter is completely retired from the sample.  
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As a result of this sequence of IIT phases, are obtained experimental data that must be analyzed. The IIT data analysis 
may be divided in two stages. 
3.2.2 Stage I. Generating a force-displacement curve 
The first phase is rather dependent on the system, but ends with generating a force-displacement curve, which is 
indicated in figure 26.  

 
Figure 26 Typical force-displacement curve for an instrumented indentation test. This diagram is the exit of "stage 1 of 
analysis" and input in "the stage 2 of analysis". The letters in diagram correspond to the segments of the test identified 

in figure 25. The data in segments A and D are plotted, but are not visible as a function of displacement. 
 
The origin of this diagram is the point at which indentorul takes the first contact with the surface of the test. If the 
applied force grows, it also increases the didplacement until it reached the maximum value of the test. After that, the 
contact force decreases, a part of the movement is generally recovered, although usually not whole. If the contact were 
totally plastic, then unloading curve would be exactly vertical. 
If the contact has been fully elastic, then unloading curve would coincide with the load curve. Generaly, the process of 
generating of a force-displacement curves cover these two steps: 
1. Raw measurements of force, motion and time are considered to be at the point of contact. The contact point is not 
necessarily the same point at which chronologically ends the test segment 0. With data available pre and post contact,it 
is usually possible to refine the determination of the contact point. 
2. The channels of P and h are calculated as a function of raw measurements, machine influence, and environment. For 
example, the calculation of P should include a term to account for the force exerted by the mechanism supporting the 
indenter shaft. The calculation of h should include terms to account for machine compliance and thermal drift. 
3.2.3 Stage II. Calculation of materials properties 
The second stage of the analysis is the calculation of the properties of materials from the force-displacement curve 
indicated in figure 26. Here, the calculations are presented in an order that is intuitive, but exactly the opposite order in 
which calculations are carried out in practice. This means that it is presented in the first calculation of the desired 
properties, H and E, and then are presented supporting calculations if they are needed. The hardness is calculated as 
 

APH / . (19) 
 
Young's modulus is calculated from the reduced module, Er as 
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and reduced modulus is calculated as [20] 
 

A
SEr 2


  

(21) 

 
Although Young's modulus calculation (Eq. 20) requires knowledge of Poisson's ratio of the sample (ν), the sensitivity 
is poor. Sensitivity analysis reveals that a generous uncertainty of 40% of Poisson's ratio is expressed as an uncertainty 
of only 5% of Young's module. If Poisson's ratio of the sample is unknown, should be either chosen a value according 
to the following guidelines: 0.2 to glass and ceramics 0.3 to metals and 0.45 for polymers.  
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The contact area, which is used in Eqs. 19 and 21, shall be calculated according to the depth of contacts 
 

 chfA   (22) 

 
The exact form of this function, called the ‘‘area function,’’ depends on the geometry of the indenter and the scale of 
the test. The most common indenter is a Berkovich diamond. Berkovich is the geometry and diamond is the material. 
The Berkovich geometry is a three-sided pyramid that has about the same aspect ratio as a Vickers pyramid (which is 
four-sided). Figure 27 presents a residual footprint left by an indentor Berkovich. 

 

 
 

Figure 27 Residual footprint in nickel, made by a diamond indenter Berkovich 
 
A diamond indentor Berkovich is ideal for most tests because: 
 It is not easy to be damaged.   
 It is relatively easy to good made. 
 Induce plasticity at very low loads, thereby allowing a significant measurement of hardness. 
 The his relatively large included angle minimizes the influence of friction. 
 Similarity with Vickers indentwr allows calculation of a significant number of Vickers hardness values (VHN). 

The relationship is VHN (kg/mm2) = 92.7 H (GPa). 
For an ideal Berkovich indentor, the area function is 
 

256.24 chA   (23) 

 
If the total indentation depth is greater than 2 microns, then Eq. 23  may be used to calculate A, because the difference 
between ideal and real geometry is negligible at this scale. If the total indentation depth is less than 2 microns, then we 
must account for rounding at the apex of the indenter with a second term, making the area function 
 

cc ChhA  256.24  (24) 

 
In his second term, C is a constant which is determined empirically by indenting a known material, typically fused 
silica. For most Berkovich indenters, C has a value of 150 nm or less. Manufacturer of indentation equipment should 
provide a process for determining the value of C. This process is often called the calibration function of the area. For 
other geometries of the indentor, may be used other forms of area function. Table 6 provides a summary of these 
functions. 
For pyramidal, conical, and spherical indenters, the contact depth is calculated as 
 

SPhhc /75.0  (25) 

 
Contact stiffness, S, which is used in Eqs. 21 and 25, is the relationship between force and displacement when the 
indenter is first retracted from the sample. That is, when the material response is fully elastic. 
 

  ,m
fhhBP   (26) 

 
where P and h are determined by pairs of data force-displacement, and B, hf and m are the most adequate constants. 
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Table 6: Area functions of the various indenter geometries 
 

Tip type 
 

Area function 
 

Comments 
Ideal Berkovich 256.24 chA   Used when hc > 2 μm 

Real Berkovich 
cc ChhA  254.2  C is determined by indenting a known material and is 

about 150 nm. 
Real cube-corner 

cc ChhA  260.2  C is determined by indenting a known material and is 
about 150 nm. 

Sphere 
cRhA 2  R is tip radius; value may be known or determined by 

indenting a known material. 
Cone 22tan chA   ψ is the half-included angle of the cone as illustrated in 

figure 1. 
Sphere-tipped cone 

cc RhhA  2tan 22   Superposition of functions for the area of the sphere 
and the cone. 

Flat-ended cylinder 2aA   A is the punch radius.  
A is constant (independent of indentation depth). 

 
Typically, not all data acquired by force-displacement during downloading are used in this match, but only data from 
more than of certain force level, often 50% of maximum force. Once B, hf, and m have been determined, Eq. 26 is 
analytically differentiated with respect to displacement, and then evaluated at the maximum displacement, giving 
 

  .1
max

max





 m
f

hh

hhBm
dh
dPS  

 
(27) 

 
So, beginning with Eq. 26 and working our way back, we have everything that we need to calculate Young’s modulus 
(E) and hardness (H) from an instrumented indentation test. 
Equation 26 is the crux of IIT. It was first proposed by Warren Oliver and George Pharr [2]. It is valuable because it 
provides a means of calculating the depths of contact (and thus the contact area), directly from the force and 
displacement data. This ability is what distinguishes IIT than other hardness tests in that area is determined by the 
residual footprint imaging. Equation 26 works well for large indents, but it is especially advantageous when making 
nanometer-scale indents, because it renders imaging the residual impression unnecessary.  
Not only does Eq. 27 provide for more accurate results at the nanometer scale, it also simplifies testing at all scales. 
Because there is no need to image the residual impression, hundreds of tests can be performed at a time with no user 
interaction. 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Was tested adhesion and cohesion of some thin layer coatings from TiN coatings, on stailess steel 316L. In order to 
clarify the mechanism of damage and to capture the gradual wear of the sample surface and the formation of impact 
craters, were used cyclic testing trial to 2000; 4000; 6000; 8000 and 10000 impacts. In all cases of cyclic impact, the 
impact force was 40 N. 
Macroscopic images of the two samples tested are shown in figure 28. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 28  SS 315L samples coated with titanium nitride TiN by PLD technology (a) 5000 pls and (b) 20000 pls. 
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Figure 29 shows microscopic images of craters to normal cyclical impact on the two samples coated with cemented 
carbide and silicon nitride, after 2000 cycles. After less than 500 impacts were observed numerous defects in the edge 
area of the impact crater, showing a network of fine cracks. With the increasing number of impacts, it was found that 
the number of defects in the edge areas of the impact crater has been declining, but at the same time the number of 
defects in the center of the impact crater has been growing. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 29 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 20000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 5000 pls, after 2000 
normal impacts (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 
High concentration of defects in the area of the impact fringes place is connected with the stresses distribution, which 
reaches its peak in this location. The predominant type of the stresses in center of impact crater is compression stresses. 
Figures 30 - 34 shows the craters of normal cyclical impact after 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000 and 10000 impacts on the 
both coatings tested. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 30 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 5000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 20000 pls, after 2000 
inclined impacts at 300 (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 31 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 5000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 20000 pls, after 4000 
inclined impacts at 300 (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 32 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 5000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 20000 pls, after 6000 
inclined impacts at 300 (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 33 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 5000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 20000 pls, after 8000 
inclined impacts at 300 (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 34 (a) Sample 1, coated with TiN at 5000 pls and (b) sample 2, coated with TiN at 20000 pls, after 10000 
inclined impacts at 300 (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 
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It seems that the tests presented in figures 30 - 34 were made to a number made a too large impacts number and could 
not capture the critical event of transition from elastic deformation of coating at its plastic deformation and coating 
exfoliation and plastic remanent strain of the substrate. That's why the additional tests were made with a much smaller 
number of impacts, i.e., 20, 50 and 100 normal and inclined impcts at 300, the same force as in previous tests (40 N). 
Investigations were made in the AFM, to highlight and change in surface topography parameters upon impact. For 
greater brevity, results are presented only on samples of 316L steel-coated cemented carbide. For example, figures 35 
and 36 show the normal impact craters after 50 and 100 impacts.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 35 AFM records of crater (a), the topography to 50 normal impacts (b) and modification of surface roughness 
characteristics (c). 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 36 AFM records of crater (a), the topography to 100 normal impacts (b) and modification of surface roughness 
characteristics (c). 

 
Figures 37, 38 and 39 show the normal impact craters after 10, 50 and 100 impacts. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 37 Recordings of the crater (a), surface topography (b) from 10 inclined impacts to 300 and (c) the roughness 
characteristics (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 38 Recordings of the crater (a), surface topography (b) from 50 inclined impacts to 300 and (c) the roughness 
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characteristics (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 
 

 

 
(a) 

 
 

 
(b) 

 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 39 Recordings of the crater (a), surface topography (b) from 100 inclined impacts to 300 and (c) the roughness 
characteristics (1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks). 

 
Figures 35-39 provides very valuable information. Such notice that the cemented Cr carbide coating (with a thickness 
of 0.1 μm) begins to peelig at 50 normal impacts with a force of 40 N. In case of 300 inclined impact, this critical event 
occurs after 10 impacts with the same force. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Most materials exhibit a strong effect on the size of the impact, i.e. the material hardness varies depending on the load 
of the indentation. Usually, if the load force increases, the hardness decreases until it reached a plateau of constant 
hardness [37]. Buckle [38] has defined three areas of hardness Vickers testing conditions for metals and single crystals: 
micro-hardness (< 200 gf), hardness at low load (200 gf - 2 kgf) and normal hardness (> 2 kgf) 
Another phenomenon that affects the results of indentation, is micro-cracking around the footprint on the surface and 
in the substrate when the applied load is high enough. Because micro-cracking mainly occurs during loading, a portion 
of the energy used to create deformation, is dissipated through the fissure. Thus it is expected that the hardness 
measured with a cracked indent, to be higher than that measured with an indentation without cracking [37].  Micro-
cracking was not observed in some samples in the range 10-100 N. In other samples were seen micro-cracks at 25 N 
and higher. 
Pile-up in case of spherical impact test is the most important plastic phenomenon in which plasticised material is piled-
up around contact footprint [39]. It is illustrated with pregnancy in figures 29-34 and figures. 37-39. The pile-up 
behaviour at the indentation depends on the work hardening of the material as well as on the ratio of the yield stress to 
the Young modulus (σy / E).  
Another important parameter, estimated directly from continuous IIT, is the ratio of the final indentation depth (hf) to 
the depth at peak load (hmax), hf  / hmax.  
Bolshakov and Pharr [23] have shown that there is a strong correlation between σy /E and hf  / hmax . The pile-up is 
large when, hf  / hmax ≈ 1. When, hf  / hmax < 0.7, very little pile-up occurs [23].  
The Oliver–Pharr method is based on an elastic analysis, which can account for sink-in only. Therefore the method 
gives a good estimate of the real indentation contact area (the hardness and elastic modulus) only when, independent of 
the work hardening behaviour. The work hardening characteristic of the material must be taken into account when hf  / 
hmax > 0.7. 
To change the characteristics of the impact such as frequency, impact duration and force signal model, was developed a 
new impact tester (figures 21-20), which used a driving electronic programmable to generate impact forces. 
Working principle of such driving in combination with appropriate electronic equipment, make feasible signal 
modulation of impact force. Block diagram of driving and control of this tester is presented in figure 40. 
New impact tester is able to apply impact loads with a firce signal with different amplitudes and adjustable shapes 
(sinusoidal, triangular, trapezoidal, etc.), durations and frequencies of impact, as illustrated in figure 41. 
Dynamic response of surface and fatigue behaviour of various thin hard coatings under various forms of impact, are the 
main topics of interest which can be investigated through this new device. 
Indicative results concerning the coated surface at forces wirh different features are presented in table 7. 
Fingerprints which have been formed have revealed a growth in their diameter by increasing the duration of the impact 
force application (40 N). 
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Tests have been made on samples of SS316L stainless steel coated with TiN by PLD method, at 5000, 10000 and 20000 
pulses. 

 
Figure 40 Program block diagram, n is maximum impacts number which determines the wear degree of the impactor 
tip; s is steps number move impactor needle outside the frame work (the needle can be removed without installation to 

be demounted; needle impactor can be sharp or changed); a - the number of blocks in which is divided the executed 
figure (each block contains the maximum number of blows - n required impactor needle. 

 
Figure 41 Characteristic forms of the force signal 
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The hardness of 316L stainless steel samples before coating and micro-hardness of TiN deposited layers were: 
 Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 5000 pulses: substrate hardness: 287 HV5; coating hardness: 349 HV0.5. 
 Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 10000 pulses: substrate hardness: 420 HV5; coating hardness: 539 HV0.5. 
 Sample TIN/316L stainless steel; 20000 pulses: substrate hardness: 464 HV5; coating hardness: 738 HV0.5. 

 
Table 7: Characteristic impact fingerprints at different durations of impact. (a) Free impact; (b) Modulated impact. 

Frecquency: 50 Hz; Impact force: 40 N;  Impacts number: 107 impacts; Coating: TiN; Substrate: SS 316L. 
 

Free impact 
 

Modulated impact 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Impact duration: 
1 ms 5 ms 10 ms 

 
 

  
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Inclined impact test ensure the accurate simulation of cutting edge loading while cutting a hard processing material and 
shocks that acts on the surface of the tool due to the interrupted cutting (e.g., milling).   
It also allows the determination of the moment of the failure of the coating and delamination, when the substrate 
becomes exposed due to dynamic contact, actually very important for cutting tools. At the coating delamination, there 
the tool unveiled substrate, is not able to withstand unfavourable conditions in the cutting area, and the cutting edge is 
destroyed immediately. 
Impact testing is one of the newest and most promising for investigating the behaviour of materials subjected to impact 
load. It allows both examination of the behaviour of materials in bulk and thin coatings surface. 
The tester the impact of high-frequency (50 Hz and higher) provides data for registration of fatigue curves Woehler. 
Residual life span of a piece can be evaluated using a small sample taken from the piece. It can be followed through the 
formation and propagation of cracks induced by impact. The tester can be expanded with additional measuring 
equipment, such as for accelerometric measurements and methods based on acoustic emission. 
Wear mechanisms by impact of  hard metal is a concern regarding the current process of fracturing of the coating due 
to cracks propagated in severe conditions. However, research reports do not discuss how impact wear mechanisms of 
coating acts in wear mild conditions.  In terms of impact, it is well known that plastic deformation should appear before 
wear through impact. 
So the first objective of this study was to identify the most significant impact parameter, which controls the deformation 
of the coating. After the cyclical impact in mild wear conditions, think you probably wear impact should occur through 
the phase transformation of coating.  Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the mechanisms of wear through the impact of 
coating on the basis of the phase transformation. Finally, in order to distinguish more clearly between plastic 
deformation and impact wear of coating, and to predict its point of transition, we consider that it is necessary to trace 
the transition maps of wear-deformation. IIT technique were used with the Oliver-Pharr method to determine the 
hardness and modulus of elasticity of composite TiN/SS 316L. The materials have been tested to a indentation force of 
40 N.  Because the depth ratio hf / hmax is close to 0.7, the use Oliver-Pharr approach must be associate with micro-
structural investigations with pile-up behavior analysis and of work hardening. 
The composites coating - substrate should be tested in a wide range of indentation loads to estimate the transition from 
the load-dependent to load-independent hardness, which is related to the indentation brittleness of the material. 
Loading rate effect should be taken into account to adequately estimate mechanical properties of the composites. 
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Parallel testing through scratching and impact of coating adhesion to the substrate, performed in this paper, revealed 
the existence of the same critical events in the development of process failure. These are: 1 - cohesive failure; 2 - piling 
up; 3 - adhesive failure; 4 - circular cracks (in case of indentation) or normal cracks scratch on (im case of scratch 
track). All these four critical events take place at specific critical loads to each test (scratching or impact). 
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